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A Relief System Operator on an extended relief assignment (therefore, losing
his relief identity) was prearranged on his non-workday to work a 21st watch.
This assignment was made because he was low on the POT hours list and there
were no Reliefs available. While he was working the 21st watch (day shift), an
Operator scheduled to work the swing shift called in sick. Again, no Relief
Operators were available so the supervisor used Section C.4.c.(I) of the Relief
Agreement to fill the vacancy. That language provides for calling in the shift
employee who is on his non-workday in the same classification in which the
relief is required. The employee used to fill that shift was the Operator
working the 21st watch. Therein lies the dispute.

It was the Company's position that this assignment was proper because both the
Operator working the 21st watch and the grievant, another System Operator, were
on their days off. In accordance with local practice, the Operator who signed
the 212 list and had the fewer accumulated emergency overtime hours was given
the assignment. The Operator working the 21st watch had signed' the 212 list
and the grievant had not.

The Union argued that the language in the Relief Agreement requires the Opera-
tor on his non-workdays to be called in. Therefore, the Operator working the
21st watch was ineligible to be used for filling the following shift because he
was currently assigned.

Based on the assumption that appears cl~ar from the Joint Statement of Facts
that the practice at this headquarters is to combine the Operators for overtime
purposes, the Committee does not find a violation of the Agreement. The fact
that an employee is working pre-arranged overtime does not remove him from
consideration for an emergency overtime assignment. The vacant shift in this
case was properly filled in accordance with the Relief Agreement.

This case is closed without adjustment and
Local Investigating Committee.

~~ . "'DAVID J. BERG~, Chairman
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